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University West of England

Landscape

Stride Treglown

Contractor

Tercon

Product

Urbastyle Woodline range

Stride Treglown were appointed by the University of west
of England to design the latest phase of the 25 year masterplan. The £50m project to build a new building to house the
Bristol Business School and Bristol Law School. Located in
the heart of Frenchay Campus, the new Faculty of Business
and Law building will provide an inspiring new business and
learning environment, reinforcing the practice-based approach and real-world connections UWE are well known for
as a university.
The heartzone amenity space was ready ahead of schedule, reinstating the link between the new Students’ Union
and the rest of the campus. The final paving will took place
in summer 2016, with overall completion in November
2016, with the building opening planned for early 2017

Hardscaping Solutions Limited worked closely with Stride
Treglown in Bristol to ensure the Urbastyle product specification was correct, and that the finishes and colours followed on from the Urbastyle Woodline benches supplied on
an earlier phase of the university campus
Hardscaping Solutions Ltd worked with Tercon Civil Engineering and Groundworks contractors based in Bristol, to make
sure the benches and seats were manufactured and delivered within the required programme window. The high quality of
the finished products, colour and surface finish reflect the modern building design, and help to provide an external environment in keeping with the building and campus quality, and providing areas for the students to meet and relax between
lectures.
The overall project was completed on time within the tight programme, with a high quality end result. The finished look
mirroring the appeal of the UWE campus. The overall quality of the external space, will be appreciated for years to come
by students and visitors alike to the UWE Bristol site.
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